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In the case of the linear statistical model, it has 
been shown that under certain conditions the confidence 
intervals obtained by considering the parameters one at a 
time are conservative when used as a joint confidence region, 
using the product of confidences as the confidence. However, 
nothing had been known of how conservative they are. This 
research provides accurate estimates of the true confidence 
for these cases. 
Also, it has not yet been proved that they are indeed 
conservative for all cases. It is thought that they are, 
and the results of this research support this conjecture. 
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In fields of scientific investigation relationships can 
often be expressed as an equation of the form 
Y = F(x1 ,x2 , ••• ,xp>• 
If such an equation can be determined from experimental data 
1 
or derived from hypotheses, then Y can be predicted from a 
knowledge of F and x1 , x2 , ••• ,xp• In the real world there 
rarely is found exact agreement of the observed response with 
that predicted by a theoretical relationship. This discrepancy 
may be attributed to: !)experimental error; and 2)equation 
error. Experimental error, such as an error in measurement, 
is almost unavoidable. The technique used by a physicist to 
determine the velocity of a particle after a certain known 
time may depend on how accurately he is able to measure the 
distance traveled by the particle. An error in postulating 
an equation or a mathematical model may result from failing 
to consider an influen.tial factor. For example, an agricul-
turalist running a comparison of fertilizer additives on crop 
yields may fail to consider the variations in nitrogen content 
already present in the soil used for the test. Confronted 
with this situation, it would be very desirable if we could 
determine the margin of our inherent error so that we might 
have a measure of confidence in our results. 
Consider a more realistic equation of the form 
p 
Y = L ;3ix1 + e i=l 
where e 1s the error and will be considered a random variable. 
2 
p 
The surface whose equation is Y = ?: ~ixi is called the 
,., 
response surface. In other words the response surface is the 
surface about which the observations vary. Suppose we wish 
to pre::'l1ct:;, for example, the value of a future response, Y, 
for a particular set of the xi• Since e is a random variable, 
Y will be a random variable and hence cannot be predicted 
exactly. However, we can determine an interval along with 
the probability that it contains Y. This is called a (1 - oc) 
confidence interval where common values of ~ are .01, .05 
and 0.1. The frequency interpretation of a confidence inter-
val is that if many samples are taken and a (1 - ~ ) confi-
dance interval placed on Y for each sample, then, on the 
average, 100(1 - ex.) per cent of these intervals will cover Y. 
In another instance, we might wish to determine inter-
vals for 131, /.3z, ••• , /3p• However, as Graybill states< 1 ), 
the probability that all ~i are contained in their respective 
intervals will not be {1 - « ). However, it is likely that 
an experimenter will want to set a confidence limit on eaoh 
~i and to determine the probability that all~i are within 
their respective intervals. To consider an example, the 
drag on an airfoil may be expected to depend on the dynamic 
pressure, x1 , projected wing area, x2 , the aspect ratio, x3 
and certain other quantities, X4, ••• ,xr• An aeronautical 
engineer may wish to investigate the effect these parameters 
have on the drag, Y, for a new design. He may choose a model 
of the form 
3 
In wind tunnel experiments to predict the behavior of the air-
foil, the engineer would be wise to obtain confidence inter-
vals for his estimation of the ~i in order to have a measure 
of precision in his results. These confidence intervals can 
then be used to obtain a confidence region for the entire re-
sponse surface. The individual confidence intervals may also 
be used to obtain a confidence region for the entire set of 
Bi. If the probability statements on which these intervals 
were based were independent, then their joint probability 
would equal the product of the individual probabilities. This 
is seldom the case, however, so that (1 -«)Pis not usually 
the true confidence for the confidence region thus obtained. 
In the case of the linear statistical model, it has been 
shown that under certain conditions the confidence region 
obtained as above by the frequency interpretation is actually 
conservative when regarded as a joint (1- ~)P confidence 
region for all the ~i• It would indeed be of interest to know 
how conservative these regions actually are. Graybill( 1 ) 
states that this is a very complicated problem and does not 
deal with it in his book. 
The thesis is divided into two parts. The first part 
presents the theory and techniques used in a series of experi-
ments designed to provide an accurate estimate of the true 
confidence for certain cases of the linear statistical model. 
The second part is concerned with the determination of certain 
critical values for the "Student's" t distribution that are 
needed when one applies the methods investigated in this thesis. 
CHAPTER II 
DISCUSSION 
A. REVIEW .QE ~ GENERAL PROBLEM. 
We begin by reviewing the general problem. If a 
response Y 1s related to a known set of functions by the 
equation 
Y =.81g1(x) +,d2g2(x) + ••• +,Spgp(x) + e 
2 
wheree- (o,cr ), 
then we refer to the relationship as a linear statistical 
model. A set of n independent observations of Y can be 



















e = • 
-
• 
and where ~(i) denotes the x at which Y1 1s observed. We 
shall require that G be of rank p. 
4 
5 
Let us introduce the basic idea of interval estimation 
by means of a confidence interval. In general, to obtain a 
confidence interval for the parameter e of a given population 
we seek two random variables 91 and 92 (e1 ~ e2 ) for which 
we can assert with a certain predetermined probability that 
they will satisfy the inequality e1 ~ e s a2• Obviously, 
it would be desirable to have confidence intervals of small 
width. 
Before forming a set of confidence intervals we shall 
obtain an estimate of the unknown parameters in our general 
problem. By the method of least squares an estimate of ~ 
" is the value of ~. say ~. such that the sum of the squares 
(X - G~) ' (Y - G~) is a minimum. The value of ~ that mini-
mizes this is the solution to 
~ 
-d~ 
(1 - G~) I (Y - G~) = Q. 
This can be written 
[ 1'1- ~'G'1- X'G~- ~·G'G& J = 0 
so that 
-2G'l + 2G'G~ = o. 
Since G is of rank p, G'G is of rank p and hence has an in-
verse. Therefore 
;3 = (G'G)-1G 1 Y. 
The Gauss-Markov Theorem assures us that these estimates have 
certain good properties as follows. 
Gauss Markov Theorem: If the linear statistical model 
X = G& + ~ is such that 
1) E(~) = .Q. and 2) E{!.!!.') = cr 2 I, 
then the best (m1n1u.um-var1ance) 11~ear unbiased estimate of 
~is given by least-squares. 
The unbiased estimate of (j 2 based on the least-squares 
estimate of ~ is given by 
"' 2 " " -1 <Y = (Y- G~) '(Y- G~) /n-p = 1'(I- G(G'G) G ')1 /n-p. 
6 
We return now to the problem of setting a (1 -ex.) confi-
dence interval on ~1 • Assume e1 is distributed normally. 
" Then we use the fact that Pi is distributed normally with mean 
f.J i and variance cii 0' 2 , where cii is the 1th diagonal element 
of (G'G)-1 • Also we know that 
) .... 2 2 ) (n-~ () ""'"' X (n-p , 
f5 
2 
where ~ (n-p) is the Chi-square distribution with n-p degrees 
" 2 " of freedom, and <> is independent of ~ • From the definition 
of the t distribution and from these results it follows that 
A -Ai ~2 i "2 V ci1 &2 (J 
Thus, we have 
JtOI../1. t(u)du = 
-t I CIC.2_ 
1- D( 
where t(u) is the density function oft and tov1 is a constant 
such that 




p [ t3i - tO(,~  ~ /.3i ~ ~i + toc./.2. ~] = 1 - 0( • 
This expression gives us the form of the confidence interval 
for ~i that will be used. 
B. m EXPERIMENT 
When facing classes of mathematical problems which 
cannot be treated by means of analytical methods, it is very 
important to be able to examine classes of numerical solutions 
in the hope of discerning patterns of behavior. These may 
furnish valuable clues to the analytic structure of the solu-
tions, and thus guide our investigation in a worthwhile direc-
tion. With the aid of the digital computer we can methodi-
cally engage in mathematical experimentation. 
To provide accurate estimates of the true confidence for 
a set of confidence intervals for the parameters in a linear 
statistical model, two designs were considered for the model 
~1 i 
Y = (J0 + L ,81x + e. 
i=1 
P-t 
We first select an x and compute /30 + L: ,S 1xi and by the 
i•• 
addition of a random number for e we obtain an observation 
Yl· Similarly, we select another x, as described by our 
design, and compute y 2 • We repeat this process until we 
haven values of y. The complete set of x's determines the 
G matrix, and on the basis of this the estimates for the ~i 
and ()" 2 are calculated. Design la consisted of the points 
8 
Xl = -5, x2 = -4, x3 = -3, X4 = -2, x5 = -1, X6 = o, X? = 1, 
x8 = 2, x9 = 3, x1o = 4 and x11 = 5, for n = 11 and for 
p = 2,3,4,5. Note that the values of x are centered about 
the or 1g1n. The resulting G' matrix, with p = 3, is 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
G' = -5 -4 -~ ./ -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
25 16 9 4 1 0 1 4 9 16 25 
Design 1b used 21 points also centered about the origin: 
x1 = -10, x2 = -9, ••• ,x20 = 9, x21 = 10. Design 2a and 2b 
differed from th1s in that the points were translated to 
the right. Thus, for n = 11: x1 = o, x2 = 1, x3 = 2, 
x4 = 3, ••• , x1o = 9, x11 = 10. The resulting G' matrix for 
design 2a, with p = 4, is 
1 
0 






1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100 
0 
1 
1 8 27 64 125 216 343 512 729 1000 
Design 3 took the form of a (2)P factorial design with 
the model 
f or p = 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 • 
p 
This design consisted of 2 points obtained 
by taking all combinations of 1 and -1 for the xi. For 
example, with p = 4, we have the following G' matrix 
G' = 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 
1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 • 
The elements of the first column of each G matrix are always 
equal to one when the first term in the model is a constant. 
9 
It was decided to obtain a .90 confidence set for each 
~i· Since ~i will either be within its respective confidence 
interval or will lie outside we are confronted with a binomial 
situation. The worst occurence which can arise with regard 
to the joint confidence is illustrated graphically in figure 
2.1 for the two dimensional case when p = 2. This would 
arise if ~1 were to lie outside of its confidence interval 
.1(100)% of the time when simultaneously, 132 lies within the 
~2 interval and visa versa, for ~2 to lie outside of its 
confidence interval 10% of the time when ~1 lies within the 
t31 interval. 
.90 confidence 





.90 confidence set for ~1 
Figure 2.1 
Joint confidence region for (~1.~2) 
,dl 
10 
This would result ln a joint confidence region of only o.ao. 
This fact is used in the determination of the sample size for 
the experiments. Since we are interested in the proportion 
of sucesses in k trials, we have that 
<TX 2 = p I q = ( • 8) ( • 2 ) 
Ns Ns 
where p' is the probability of success in one trial, q = 1 - p' 
and Ns is the sample size. We shall choose Ns so that 
~x = .ol. Thus Ns = .16/.0001 = 1600. 
The computational procedure as carried out on the 
University of Missouri at Rolla IBM 162oii computer is out-
lined as follows: 
1) A matrix, E, is calculated from the known G matrix 
as 
E = I - G(G'G)-1o•. 
n - P 
2) The response vector 1 is then generated according to 
our model with a random number added for ~· 
3) We then calculate 6- 2 = Y'E.X for an estimate of the 
variance and~= ( (G'G)-1o•] Y as our estimate of 
~. 
4) Next, a confidence interval is constructed 
;.3i ± t 111./1.. -1 Cii &- 2 
for each of the ~i and we test to see if all ,di are 
covered by their respective confidence intervals. 
This result is scored by incrementing a counter by 
11 
one whenever all ~i are covered by their intervals. 
5) Another y is then generated as before and used to 
determine & 2 and ~ for the next confidence region. 
6) We return to step 2 and continue this sequence 
until k = 1600. 
?) The joint confidence is then equal to the final score 
divided by 16oo. 
This series of calculations was carried out for the 20 vari-
ations of designs in approximately 45 hours. 
C. COMPU'l'ATIONAL RESULTS 
The joint confidence intervals as calculated in the 
manner described in the previous section are tabulated in 
Table 2.1 on the following page. An approximate .95 con-
fidence interval for the true confidence for each design 
considered in Table 2.1 would be given bye :!: 1.96-vP'Q/-.rn 
where e is the entry in the table, p' is the true confidence 
and q = 1 - p'. Since p' is unknown we use p' = .5 and obtain 
conservative confidence intervals for the true confidences. 
Thus e% (1.96)(.5)/40 = e z .0245 is at least a .95 con-
fidence interval for all entries in the table. 
In every de s ign considered, the estimated joint confidence 
region for the f.tdi} exceeded the value (1 - oC.)P obtained by 
using the product of the individual ~i confidence intervals 
a s the confidence. From the t able it ca n be seen tha t as p 
becomes larger as the polynomial model incorporates higher 
order x terms, the (1 - 0( )P confidence becomes an 1ncreas-
p 2 3 4 I 5 6 Design 
1a .816250 .766875 .758125 .745675 
.711875 
1b .813125 .764375 • 7 56250 
.713750* 
2a .866875 .825000 .808125 • 786250 
.744375 
2b .860000 .832500 .832500 
.788750* 
3 .843750 .730000 .611875 • 546875 
(1- ~)p .810000 • 729000 .656100 .590490 .531450 
--
Table 2.1 




ingly conservative estimate. With the (2)P factorial designs 
however • the (1 - ~ )P confidence becomes an increasingly 
conservative estimate as p becomes smaller. 
The components of (G'G)-1 provide useful information. 
The off-diagonal elements give a measure of the degree to 
which the ~i are themselves dependent. (G'G)-1 is known 
as the var iance-covar 1ance matr 1x for the ,6 1• It is the matrix 
v-1 of the quadratic form of the multivariate normal distri-
bution as given by 
and 
-~<.x -}.! > ' v-1 <.x - P- > 
= Ke 
• 
- 011'< Yi < 00 
If the off-diagonal elements of (G'G)-1 are all zero then 
,. 
the ~1 are jointly independent. This is the situation for 
design 1a with p = 1: 
1 ( 0.0909091 (G'G)- = 0 
The estimated confidence, given in the table as .816. is 
very nearly (1 - oJ. )P = ( .9) 2 = .810. Hence this verifies 
this independence experimentally. 
All models studied for designs 2a and 2b show the ai 
to have strong dependence. The variance-covariance matrix 











As the size of the G matrix increases for the polynomial 
model, corresponding to lar~er p, the magnitude of the ele-
ments of G'G becomes so great that the size of the error 
term must be increased in order for it to retain its signif-
icance. This fact was discovered when, in the course of the 
~2 computations, v began drifting very close to zero and 
eventually became negative. As a corrective measure the 
value of the normal random error was multiplied by a factor 
ranging from 100 to 500 depending on the size of the design 
elements. This gave the necessary significance for e in all 
cases with the exception of the two designs, lb and 2b with 
p = 4. Here the normal random error required multiplication 
by a factor of 20000. As a check for these two cases, the 
original designs were coded down by a factor of 10. That is, 
the x1 were divided by 10. Thus, the elements of G were 
restricted to much smaller numerical values while still 
retaining the characteristics of the design. This had the 
result that the error term was not lost in the ensuing round-
off during the calculations. The estimated confidences 
utilizing these coded designs are also included in Table 2.1 
with asterisks. They lie within the necessary .95 confidence 
interval for the estimates of the true ~i and hence are accept-
able results. 
An additional experiment was conducted with the (2)3 
factorial design. Instead of 8 observations being taken at 
every trial, 32 were recorded, 4 at each x. This has the 
effect of reducing the dependence of the confidence intervals 
15 
on the variations in the & 2 for & 2 is then a better esti-
mate of cr 2 • The anticipated result was that the joint con-
fidence should be very nearly ( 1 - 0( } 4 = .6561. The esti-
mated confidence for this experiment was .6495. We may 
conclude from this result that, for an experiment with the 
degrees of freedom for 8- 2 ~ 30 and the 8i independent, the 
( 1 - ~)P confidence is very nearly the exact confidence. 
D. ANALYTIC ANALYSIS 
We have obtained experimental evidence that, for the 
models, designs and values of parameters considered, the 
( 1 - ~)p joint confidence region is indeed conservative. 
It has been proven analytically with a lemma due to Folks 
and Antle( 4 ) that these regions are conservative when the 
variables are independent. 
Lemma: If x1, x2, ••• ,xk and Z are independent random varia-
bles, then 
k 
P [ Xl :!S Z, X2 ~ Z, • • •, Xk ~ Z ] ~ lJ p (Xi ~ z). 
Applying this lemma to our probability statements by letting 
,.. 2 2- 2 
the x1 represent ( ,di - t3i) I Cii and Z = t 0' we have 
that the ( 1 -ex )P joint confidence region for the .di is 
conservative. 
CHAPTER III 
A CONFIDENCE SET FOB THE ENTIRE RESPONSE SURFACE 
A. DISCUSSION 
16 
Joint confidence regions for the parameters of a linear 
model are given extensive coverage in the literature. 
Scheffe( 2 ) uses elliptical regions to obtain a confidence 
region for the entire response surface. He then applies 
this to the problem of making multiple comparisons among 
several treatment effects. Acton<3) uses parallelogram 
shaped regions to obtain a confidence region for a response 
line in the case of simple linear regression; i.e. when the 
model is y = t91 + (3 2x + e with e,..,. N(o, a-2). Folks and Antle (4) 
have shown that the confidence that should be attached to 
these is at least (1-cx)2 when the confidence for the "'1 and 
IS2 confidence intervals is (1 - oc. ) for each. In order to 
obtain some idea of how conservative these parallelogram 
shaped regions are, 1600 such sets were obtained with n = 11 
and p = 1. The result was that .6719 of the sets contained 
the ~i for .80 confidence intervals on ~1 and ~2• A .95 
confidence interval for the true confidence may be obtained 
as .6719 ± 1.96 -y!Pq. 
-rn 
This gives .6719 ± -J ( .64) ( .)6). 
4o 
Then ( .6484, .6954) is a .95 confidence interval for the true 
confidence. This indicates, on the basis of the experiment, 
that the parallelogram shaped joint confidence region is 
conservative. 
Suppose 
Y = & 1 ('!.)i + e where e - N(o, u2). 
Then, n independent observations of Y may be expressed as 
Y = G(,l +~where!!.- N(O, a2r). 





<~'i - ~i) ~ + t«/Z. ~ 
L (.2f.) = min E. 1 (.~)c§. • 
.d£5 
't 
If /3 E S, then it follows that 
L(!) ~ B. I (.2f.)~T ~ U(.2f.)' \t'.2f. 
and hence the set 
S = t (.2f., y); L(!,) ~ y :s; U(!,) 1 
1 = 
T 
is at least a (1 - ~) confidence set for g, 1 (~)~ for all K· 
17 
To find U(~) and 1(!,) we note that the ~' for which 
~~(~)~is maximized or minimized subject to the restriction 
that s~s, must be such that it lies on the boundary of s, and 
furthermore that it lies at an extreme point of the convex 
set s. 
For the two dimensional case, p = 2, we have figure 3.1. 
The extension to higher dimensions is similar, but for the 
sake of simplicity we will consider only this case in more 
detail. 
When x is greater than zero in g 1 (1£.), ./.3max lies at 
point B and 6min at point C. For x ~ o, .dmax and .Bmin lie 
18 
at points A and D, respectively. In essence we have a linear 
programming problem. 
It follows that 
U(z_) = g'(z.) [ ~ + t.," f ~]]and 
L(z.J = .!!.' cz.J [ ~ - t .. ,. { ~1) ror x ~ o. 










Joint confidence region for ( ~., ;.3l.) 
We can obtain the limits for the entire true line 
Y = .d~ + g' <.~J~ by considering the joint 90~ confidence 
region for ~l and ~; and seeing what the envelope of all 
19 
these possible lines in the (x,y) plane might be. Using our 
rectangular joint limits for ~i and ~2 we will obtain broken 
line limits for the entire true line limits as shown in figure 
3.2. These lines are obtained from the coordinates of the 
four corners of the rectangular region in the (~1 p2 ) plane. 
We locate points E and F such that their ordinates are equal 
to the high and low values for ~2 and their abscissa is zero 
due to the sign change in x. The two slopes of the limits 
are the extreme values of /3, in other words, the confidence 
limits on 4_. 
B. EXAMPLES 
The use of rectangular joint limits has given us straight 
line limits. Joint confidence regions frequently are ellip-
tical in nature. These elliptical joint regions yield hyper-
('+) bolic limits for the entire true line. Folks and Antle give 
two examples in their paper, the first for an elliptical 
joint reg ion, the second for a parallelogram shaped region. 
These examples are presented 1n this section a long wlth a n 
example for a rectangular shaped reg ion. 
Suppose we have the model 
y i = !3o + AX i + e i with e i - N ( 0' cr 2) 
and the following observations: 
Xi -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 








Two joint regions and their envelopes 
l\) 
0 
1 2 3 4 5 
39.65 45.68 49.1 55.35 
The limits for an elliptical confidence region are the two 
hyperbolas 
,.. ... 
/3o +AX ± s 
1 (X-X) 2 
n-2 (- + L: - 2 ) 
n (Xi-X) • 
2 ,. A 2. We find s = .319, ~o = 30.03, td1 = 4.95, where s is the 
21 
unbiased estimate of crz.. The .95 confidence region for the 







Yu = 30.03 + 4.95 x + ~ .2473 + .o2473 x2 
Y1 = 30.03 + 4. 95 X - -/ .2473 + .02473 x2 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 
6.21 11.03 15.87 20.72 25.60 30.53 
4.35 9.43 14.49 19.54 24.56 29.53 
1 2 3 4 5 
3.5.50 40.52 45.57 .50.63 .55.71 
34.49 39.34 44.19 49.03 .53.85 
The use of a parallelogram shaped confidence region gives 
a region on the entire line bounded by 
I X - X I /-JL (X1-Xl 2 } f$o + ,Sf. :t [ t., s/.../ri + tQf s a. 
Ol, and o<'- are sue h that ( 1 - oc,) ( 1 - «z) = 1 -o<. This 







Yu* = 30.49 + 4.95 X + .1443 I X I and 
YL* = 29.57 + 4.95 X - .1443 I X I 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 
6.46 11.26 16.07 20.80 25.68 
4.10 9.20 14.29 19.38 24.48 
1 2 3 4 5 
35.58 40.67 45.77 50.86 55.96 





The .90 confidence region for the entire regression line 
obtained from the rectangular confidence region for &1 and ~2 









~ = 30.34 + 5.05 X 
= 30.34 + 4.85 X 
Y~ = 29.72 + 4.85 X 
= 29.72 + 5.05 X 
-5 -4 -3 
6.09 10.94 15.79 
4.47 9.52 14.57 
1 2 3 
35.39 40.44 45.49 
34.57 39.42 44.27 
X ~ 0 
X S 0 
X ~ 0 
X~ 0 
-2 -1 0 
20.64 25.49 30.34 





This .90 confidence region for the entire regression line is 
shown in Figure J.J. It can be seen from the data for an 
elliptical confidence region and for a parallelogram shaped 
confidence region that these limits lie very close to the 
limits obtained from the rectangular confidence region. 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
Figure 3.3 
.90 confidence region for the entire regression line. 
CHAPTER IV 
DETERMINATION OF CERTAIN CRITICAL VALUES FOR 
STUDENT'S t DISTRIBUTION 
Tables of values for "Student's" t distribution for 
certain values of «. and ..V , where .V is the number of degrees 
of freedom, are widely published. Since we have good experi-
mental evidence that the regions for the models of Chapter II 
are conservative we will need certain critical values of t 
not found in existing tables. The critical value of t which 
would be needed in order to determine a (1 - ()(. ) confidence 
set for the p parameters would be given by tc where (L:: f(t;'\J)dtJ p =1-D( where ..V = n-p. 
To calculate the values of t for the parameters n,p and 
~,a scheme using the well known Simpson's Rule for numeri-
cal integration was coded for the 162o11 computer. Simpson's 
Rule is commonly derived as the first four terms of the 
Taylor series expansion of a quadratic approximation to the 
function described by three points. 
The integral over the range of two equal intervals of 
length h is 
S(n+2)h h [ J nh f(x)dx =3 fn + 4fn+1 + fn+2 --90 
The last term represents the truncation error in the approxi-
mation with the fourth derivative evaluated at f where 
n h ~ j ~ ( n +2 ) h • 
The determination of a particular value of teinvolves the 
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approximation of the upper limit, L, so that the integral 
of the t density function from zero to L equals a certain 
constant. This relationship is 
1/p 
-----=------ = ! {1-Cl} t2 
dt 
( 1 + --) 
n-p 
• 
The interval size choosen was h = .025. This gave the 
desired accuracy without requiring excess computer time. An 
approximation of the upper bound for the truncation error was 
determined as 2.5 x 1o-9. After each integration cycle L is 
increased an amount 2(.025) = .05. Since it was desired to 
obtain L to four decimal places a simple technique was em-
played for reducing the interval, h, once the value of the 
integral had exceed ~(1 - ~) 1/P. The amount of the last two 
intervals was subtracted and the value of h reduced by 
multiplying it by successive terms of the harmonic series 
1/n, beginning with !. Thus h became h/2, then h/3 and so 
forth until four places of accuracy in L were attained. 
Since the harmonic series is divergent, we are assured of 
converging to the desired value of L in a finite number of 
steps. The tables for ~ = .05, 0.1 and 0.2 are given in the 






The (1 - OC.. r joint confidence regiorJ has been f0U11d to 
be a conservative estimate for the polynomial model and the 
factorial designs described orl the basis of 1600 sets of 
observations obtained for each of the 20 designs. 
As the polynomial model incorporates higher order x 
"' terms 1 the d1 become increasingly dependent hence causing 
the (1-cx.)P estimate to become more and more conservative. 
The (2)P factorial design encompasses more information 
frorn the observations as p becomes larger and hence obtains 
increasingly better estimates of the &2. This reduces the 
dependence of the confidence intervals causing the true 
confidence to be nearer (1- o<.) P. It was also found that 
for such a design with 30 or more degrees of freedom for er2 
and the d1 independent tbat (1-«.) P may be considered to 
be the true confidence. 
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APP~r--.!D T X 
CRITICAL VALUES FOR 
































CRITICAL VALUES FOR 
PSTUDENT's" T DISTRIBUTION 
0.10 
2 3 4 
1 2 . 3 793 
4.2358 18 .4308 
3 .1 358 5 . 2358 24.4799 
2. 751 0 3.6858 6.0807 
2.5358 3.1500 4.114q 
2.4277 2 .8809 3 .4 522 
2 . 33 58 2 . 717q 3 .1270 
2 . 2858 2 .61 79 2 .0 35 .8 
2 . 235 8 2 . 5358 2 . 8138 
2 .212 7 2 .4858 2 . 7262 
2 .1 858 2 .4358 2 . 6580 
2 .1 638 2 .4089 2 . 6080 
2 .1 358 2 . 3839 2 . 5679 
2 .1 3 07 2 .3 589 2 . 5358 
2 .1173 2 . 3358 2 . 5039 
2 .1063 2.3250 2 .48 58 
2 . 0 858 2 .3089 2 .4670 
2 .0 8'58 2 . 2 P.5R 2 .453 2 
2 .0 798 2 . 2853 2 .4 358 
2 . 06 79 2 . 2772 2 .u 2 60 
2 .0654 2 .26 79 2 .4 146 
2 . 0589 2 . 2589 2 . 4044 
2 . 05 44 2 . 2537 2 . 3858 
2 . 05 10 2 . 2358 2 . 3858 
2 . 0358 2 . 2358 2 . 379 5 
2 .0 358 2 . 2358 2 . 1679 
2 . 0358 2 . 230 9 2 . 3667 






3 .6 858 
3 . 3263 
·:.~, • 10 R 0 
? . 9679 
2.867 9 
2 .'858 
2 . 7358 
2 . 6858 
2 . 6583 
2 .6 279 
2.6022 
z . 5soq 
2 . 56 2 7 
2 . ~358 
2 . 5309 
2 . 5179 
2 . 5064 
2 . 4858 
2 . 48 58 
2 . 4809 
2 . 467 9 
































CRITICAL VALU ES FOR 
~STUDENT's" T DISTRIBUTION 
0.20 
2 3 4 
5.9679 
2 .8279 8.8358 
2.2858 3.5309 11.7044 
2.0835 2.7340 4.1154 
1.9679 2.4338 3.0771 
1.9038 2.2779 2.6858 
1.8576 2 .18 35 2.5033 
1.8179 2 .1179 2.3858 
1.7858 2.0679 2 .308 9 
1.7779 2 .0358 2.2533 
1.7631 2·0138 2.2089 
1.7501 1.9858 2.17<:)8 
1.7358 1e9752 2 .153 8 
1 .7 300 1.9589 2 .130G 
le717G 1e9358 2 .11 54 
1.7153 1.9358 2.1003 
1.7089 1.9279 2.0858 
1.7038 1e 9 179 2 .0770 
1.6858 1.9137 2 .067 3 
1.6858 1. 9 074 2 . 0589 
1 .6858 1.9018 2.0 5 10 
1e6858 1.8858 2 .0358 
1.6845 1.8858 2.0358 
1.6809 1.8858 2 e030G 
, .67 91 1e8843 2 .0 270 
1.6763 1.8800 2.0179 
1 . 6679 1.8774 2 . 01 7 0 














2 . 2542 
2.2343 
2.2173 
2 . 2022 
2.1858 
2 .1793 
2 .167 9 
2 .15 89 
2 .15 33 
2 .1 358 
2 .13 58 
2 . 1347 
2 .1 20 5 
2 .1 250 
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